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Figure 1. The U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Southwind (WAGB-280)
in the pack ice.

Although icebreakers may be a familiar subject to
many readers of the Antarctic Journal, the broad
Spectrum ofof tasks performed by these vessels may not
be fully realized. For this reason, it appeared appro-
priate to document a recent icebreaker deployment,
giving an account of the myriad subsidiary projects
undertaken in conjunction with the primary task.

The United States Coast Guard Cutter Southwind
(WAGB 280) (Fig. 1), whose Deep Freeze 69 de-
ployment is the subject of this article, is a 25-year-old
icebreaker with a unique history of service under four
commission pennants. 2 Southwind's 269-foot hull is
specially designed and strengthened for the sole pur-
pose of breaking ice. Her shell is of high-tensile steel,
ranging in thickness up to 1 5/ inches where it is
needed most. Within this special-purpose shell are six
diesel engines whose generators deliver 10,000 horse-
power to two powerful motor-driven propellers;
enough fuel to drive the ship 38,000 miles; stores for
a seven-month voyage; and 200 officers and men,
who bring dedication and ability to their tasks.

Oversimplified, that is South wind. What follows

' Commanding Officer of USCGC Southwind from October
1966 to June 1969.

'Antarctic Journal, vol. III, no. 1, p. 20.

is the story—in part—of Southwind's participation
in Deep Freeze 69 and her homeward cruise.

The Primary Job
Southwind was designated a unit of the Ross Sea

Ship Group for Deep Freeze 69 by the Commander,
Task Force Forty-Three. In support of United States
scientific and logistic activities in Antarctica, the
Ross Sea Ship Group was assigned the following
tasks:

Load Deep Freeze cargo bound for New Zealand
and the Ross Sea area.

Transport designated officer, civilian, and enlisted
passengers.

Break and maintain a shipping channel through
the fast ice to Hut Point, McMurdo Station.

Provide helicopter support.
Furnish personnel, helicopters, boats, and equip-

ment to assist in cargo handling.
Prepare cargo offloading and loading sites.
Backload retrograde cargo from Hallett Station to

McMurdo Station.
Support science programs in the McMurdo Sound

area with boats and helicopters.
Provide scheduled logistic support for Campbell

Island.
Continue to completion a hydrographic survey of

Winter Quarters Bay to ascertain the feasibility of
berthing a T5 tanker.

The performance of these tasks can be said to have
started at Wellington, New Zealand, on November
13, 1968,' when operational control of Southwind
shifted to the Commander, U.S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, although this omits description of
the many preceding days spent en route in a nasty
North Atlantic, a cabs Caribbean, an interesting
transit of the Panama Canal, and a placid Pacific.
Southwind's brief stay was most successful from the
standpoint of rest and recreation; hospitality seemed
to be the motto of the people of Wellington, who
also hosted at this time the crew of USS America.

Southwind's first commitment after leaving Well-
ington on November 22 was to land mail and sup-
plies at New Zealand's subantarctic Campbell Island.
Arrival and departure were made on November 25,
with all cargo being transferred ashore by small boat
and helicopter from an anchorage in Perseverance
Harbor. Southwind then headed south to a rendez-
vous with USCGC Burton Island, which was met
in open water on Thanksgiving Day.

The next morning, Burton Island and Southwind
entered the pack at about 178°W. and rendezvoused
with USCGC Glacier (Fig. 2). The Ross Sea Ship
Group was now formed, with its commander (CTG- .-

'All times are local.
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Figure 2. USCGCs Southwind, Burton Island (right foreground),
and Glacier together in the pack ice. This photograph illustrates

the close maneuvering sometimes required of icebreakers.

43.3) in Burton Island. Starting on November 29,
the three icebreakers proceeded through the pack in
column, weaving and pushing their way from polynya
to polynya, sometimes in open water, sometimes grind-
ing to a halt in pressured and ridged floes. Helicopters
were often aloft to recommend the paths of least
resistance. The approach to McMurdo Sound was
ultimately made west of Beaufort Island.

On December 3, the ship group met the edge of
the fast ice. This ice presented an entirely different
situation. Up to then, the icebreakers had been tran-
siting the offshore pack, in which there is generally
some open water between adjacent floes. This pro-
vides space for displacement of the ice as the ship
moves along. Even if the pack should consolidate,
through the action of weather, and the icebreaker
finds herself beset—a helpless but not disgraceful
condition—it is not dangerous for a strengthened
vessel. A wind shift will relieve the pressure eventu-
ally, or another icebreaker may break her free. (This
reciprocal arrangement, in fact, was employed several
times.)

Fast ice, however, is an entirely different matter.
There is no open water, and there are no widening
cracks—just a solid field of ice, perhaps several feet
thick, extending from shore to shore. With no place
for the ice to move laterally, the icebreaker can
proceed only by employing its weight and the shape
of its bow (which acts as an inverted inclined plane)
to rise up onto the ice and break it. If the ice is less
than four feet thick, the icebreaker may, under full
power, move ahead steadily and continuously with a
slight humping motion.

The task group commander was faced with the
problem of how best to utilize the three icebreakers
to form a channel through the fast ice to Winter
Quarters Bay. (The first of the relatively thin-skinned

supply ships was due near the end of December.)
CTG-43.3 detailed the more powerful Glacier to
commence breaking one channel, while 3 miles to
the east, Burton Island and Southwind would work
together to break what became known as the east
channel.

The cutting of the east channel made a most im-
pressive scene. Burton Island and Southwind—sister
ships of the Wind-class—were working 50 to 75
yards apart in the fast ice, employing the "railroad
track" technique. Alternately, each ship backs and
rams. Picture Burton Island backing off three or four
ship lengths, applying full power and charging. Faster
and faster she goes down the right side of the channel.
By the time her bow reaches the notch in the ice,
she has attained full speed. Despite her tremendous
mass, her bow leaps out of the water, rending and
smashing the ice ahead before she settles and comes
to a halt. As Burton Island is backing off for her
next onslaught, Southwind makes her full-power ap-
proach down the left side of the channel. When
Southwind meets the notch, geysers of water shoot
into the air as the ice ahead of her folds under her
weight. A crack shoots through the ice, running over
to the right side of the channel just vacated by Bur-
ton Island. In this manner, the two ships ram the
ice every 6 to 8 minutes, hour after hour, day after
day, creating a channel 100 to 150 yards wide.

Initially, great progress was made—a ship's length
or more at each ram. But the ice, which at its north-
ern edge was about 3 feet thick, steadily increased in
thickness as further penetration was made towards
Hut Point. With still 25 or so miles remaining, it was
found that the icebreakers advanced only 10 to 25
yards per ram, totalling on some days a bare 1 or 1.5
miles. For 15 days the channel cutting continued,
with time out occasionally to rerun the channel,
which was refreezing. Glacier, meanwhile, was mak-
ing good progress in the west channel, and the two
parallel channels had been joined by cracks and
cross channels. Wind and current carried the large
floes thus created out to open water.

Early in the morning of December 19, after the
channel had been pushed through 37 miles of ice to
within 5 miles of, Hut Point, one blade of South-
wind's starboard propeller could stand the strain no
longer. Its failure terminated South wind's participa-
tion in channel-cutting operations. Burton Island
carved out a turning basin and assisted Southwind
in turning around. With her bow snubbed tightly in
the notch in Burton Island's stern (a configuration
that was wryly nicknamed "Burtwind"), Southwind
was towed out of the channel to open water, South-
wind giving a push with her one good shaft when
needed. After pumping all unneeded fuel and lube
oil to Burton Island and Glacier, Southwind headed
back to Wellington for repairs.
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From December 31, 1968 until January 8, 1969,
Southwind was in drydock, where a complete set of
new propeller blades was installed. After refueling,
Southwind made for McMurdo again. En route, she
picked up HMNZS Endeavour, which was waiting
in the pack to be escorted the rest of the way through
the ice. Upon arriving at McMurdo with Endeavour
at the end of her towline, Southwind found that
Burton Island and Glacier had completed the chan-
nel into Winter Quarters Bay and broken out the
mooring area.

From January 17 until departure from McMurdo,
Southwind was occupied with the escort of Endea-
vour, USNS Towle, USNS Alatna, and USNS Wyan-
dot, sometimes working with Burton Island, some-
times independently. During this period, Burton
Island returned to New Zealand for a well-earned
rest, and Glacier departed for the Weddell Sea.
Southwind also made a round trip to Hallett Station
and, between other tasks, wiredragged and sounded
Winter Quarters Bay.

All this was interesting work for the men of South-
wind, who never seemed to tire of icebreaking or
escorting. The work assumed a new dimension when
it was realized that Southwind's employment held
considerable fascination for those on shore. South-
wind entertained many visitors during this period,
some for hours, others for days. During the channel
cutting, some of the more agile visitors quickly
scrambled down a ladder at the bow and out onto
the ice to take pictures of the icebreakers head-on
as they charged, reared up, and settled into the shat-
tered ice.

While Southwind was engaged in these Ross Sea
operations, plans were being developed for her sub-
sequent assignments. These included the establish-
ment of a satellite-tracking station on tiny, sub-
antarctic Heard Island in the Indian Ocean, and a
courtesy visit to Tanzania, on the eastern coast of
Africa. While Burton Island was en route from
Wellington to McMurdo, Southwind was directed
to proceed via Hallett Station to Perth, Australia,
to load cargo and receive passengers for the Heard
Island project. With Wyandot following, Southwind
left Winter Quarters Bay for the last time on Febru-
ary 7. On this outward voyage, open water was
found over the entire route, a condition that would
have been most unlikely had it not been for the
earlier dogged determination of the icebreakers in
breaking the 42-mile channel to McMurdo.

Thala Dan Assistance

The day after her departure from McMurdo, and
prior to arrival at Hallett Station, Southwind learned
by message of the difficulties being encountered by
the Danish vessel Thala Dan, which was attempting
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Figure 3. M/S Thala Dan in the pack ice.

to penetrate the pack to resupply Australia's Wilkes
Station on the Knox Coast. Thala Dan, at the time,
was beset in the pack, unable to move either ahead
or astern.

Pausing at Hallett only long enough to dispatch a
helicopter to the station, Southwind set out on her
1,800-mile mercy mission. In an effort to minimize
the time en route, a satellite readout of ice condi-
tions was requested from Task Force 43's advance
headquarters in Christchurch. A return message
recommended a track believed to be the shortest
route possible while keeping Southwind outside the
pack.

On February 14, South wind approached Thala
Dan (Fig. 3) in consolidated pack 5 miles from open
water. All hands and passengers were topside on
Thala Dan to watch Southwind make her slow but
steady approach through the compacted medium
floes. Heavy snow cover made the going more diffi-
cult. Southwind caine up astern of Thala Dan, which
had been sitting for a week, swung out around her,
clearing her side by but 15 yards, and then cut in
ahead. The path created by Southwind was enough
to relieve the pressure of the ice on Thala Dan's side,
and she slipped in astern. Because of the total con-
centration of floes, the ice closed in rapidly about 100
yards astern of Southwind. This made it necessary
for Thala Dan to follow Southwind as closely as
possible, often within 50 yards, sometimes closer.
Reliable bridge-to-bridge FM radio communications
permitted instantaneous exchange of information be-
tween Southwind's conning officer and the master of
Thala Dan, who was maneuvering his ship from the
"ice house" high up on the Danish vessel's forward
mast. The easing of nervous tension was evident dur-
ing this very close escort as Australian scientists and
Danish crewmnembers on the forecastle of Thala Dan
exchanged volleys of snowballs with the American
crewmen on Southwind's flight deck.
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Above. USCGC Southwind anchored in Atlas Cove, Heard
Island, during cargo offloading operation.

4
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Just before dark, and about half-way to open
water, Southwind was suddenly stopped by a stub-
born floe. Thala Dan, alerted by radiotelephone, at-
tempted evasive action, but there was not enough
distance between the two ships to permit Thala Dan
to stop or sheer completely away. Before she came to
a halt, the flare of her bow, overhanging Southwind's
main deck, caught the after starboard corner of the
icebreaker's flight deck and curled it under. This was
the only contact that occurred in an entire season of
close calls.

Open water was attained in the middle of the
night, and the "miniconvoy" backtracked about 50
miles to a point opposite Wilkes Station. By daylight,
it was heading into the pack again. Snow and re-
duced visibility prevented helicopter reconnaissance,
so it was simply a matter of bulling through about
30 miles of fairly solid pack to a good lead that be-
came open water the rest of the way to Wilkes. Then
the really hard work started. Even though Thala Dan
was behind schedule, 20 days had been allotted to
offload her fuel and cargo, to exchange wintering-
over personnel, and to activate the replacement
station that had been built across Newcombe Harbor
from Wilkes. Since it was apparent that Thala Dan
would need an escort out through the pack again, it
was agreed that Southwind would remain until the
work was finished and would contribute personnel,
boats, and helicopters to reduce the time involved.
The extent of Southwind's participation and the
energy expended by her crew may be best illustrated
by the fact that the 20 days were reduced to 4.

The modern, well-equipped, well-staffed Casey

Left. USCGC Southwind (background) and Burton Island cut-
ting channel into Winter Quarters Bay.

U.S. Nary Photo

Station was dedicated on February 19, 1969. It re-
places the U.S.-built Wilkes Station, which is slowly
being buried in snow. Wilkes had been opened offi-
cially on February 16, 1957. A little less than two
years later, it was transferred to Australian control,
although American scientists continued to work there
in subsequent years. These memories of past coopera-
tion were strengthened by the fact that Southwind,
which was aiding in the deactivation of Wilkes and
the opening of Casey Station, had, under her former
name of USS Atka, assisted in the establishment of
Wilkes in 1957.

Southwind and Thala Dan departed Casey around
midnight on February 19, following a route deter-
mined by helicopter reconnaissance the preceding
day. That night, however, there were many more
floes than expected. By dawn, the two-ship convoy
was making only very slow progress in snow and
greatly reduced visibility. The floes, heavy with snow,
were closing in directly astern; even up close, Thala
Dan had difficulty maintaining headway. Time after
time, Southwind had to back down to push away
with her stern a large floe blocking the path of the
cargo ship or pinning her sides. The range between
the ships during these maneuvers was often measured
in inches. Towing was attempted, then abandoned
because Southwind herself was having problems with
the pack. When the snow stopped that afternoon,
there was the frustrating sight of open water no more
than 8 miles away. It seemed that there had to be an
easier way, and the helicopters found it. They recom-
mended that the two ships backtrack a few miles,
then proceed west and north through less concen-
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trated pack. Exiting the heavy pack as night fell,
Southwind went on ahead to scout and found prog-
ress quite easy in 6 oktas of brash and small floes
having little snow cover. Thala Dan was advised of
these conditions, and it was suggested that she join
Southwind.

The scene that followed was vividly impressive. It
was a quiet, pitch-dark night. The surface of the
water was nearly covered with brash and floes.
Southwind was proceeding slowly, awaiting Thala
Dan. Surrounding the two ships were hundreds of
monstrous tabular icebergs. Carbon-arc searchlight
beams from both ships swung back and forth, as the
ships weaved and turned. Piercing through the dark-
ness, the brilliant shafts pointed out the best route to
follow—and the dangers. They illuminated, one at a
time, the ghostly giants, many of which passed close
aboard and utterly dwarfed the two puny intruders.
Altogether, it was a fascinating, eerie, and thrilling
evening that made it truly a night to remember.

The next morning, Southwind and Thala Dan
entered open water and assumed their respective
tracks, Thala Dan heading for Melbourne, and
Southwind for Fremantle, the port for Perth, capital
of Western Australia.

Thus ended an adventure in international coopera-
tion, in which a United States icebreaker assisted a
Danish ship under charter to French and Australian
expeditions and helped, too, in the establishment of a
new Australian station dedicated to the advancement
of science. This assistance epitomizes the spirit of the
Antarctic Treaty.

On to Heard Island

The seven-day voyage to Perth was uneventful
except for the onset of evaporator problems which
were to plague Southwind for many days. Arriving
at Fremantle on February 27, Southwind proceeded
immediately to load cargo and receive passengers for
her next project, the establishment of a satellite-
tracking station on Heard Island. In addition to per-
sonnel of the U.S. Army Topographic Command
(formerly the Army Map Service), Southwind was
to carry three stalwart Australians who would con-
duct a wildlife census and glacier study for the Aus-
tralian National Antarctic Research Expedition
(ANARE). Following a well-earned rest, Southwind,
her water problems still unsolved, departed Fremantle
for Heard Island on March 4.

The construction of the PAGEOS (Passive Geo-
detic Satellite) tracking station on Heard Island
proved to be the least glamorous, but one of the
most interesting projects awarded Southwind. The
glacier-covered island lies in the southern Indian
Ocean at 53°S. 73°E., some 900 miles north of the
Antarctic Continent but still within the Antarctic

Convergence. Information available to Southwind
prior to her arrival at Heard Island indicated that it
would be cold, windy, and cloudy at her destination,
with frequent gales, an average of only 1.7 hours of
sunshine per day, and rain or snow to be expected on
300 days of the year. The lack of safe anchorages
also presented a problem. Atlas Cove appeared to
be the safest, but it enjoyed a reputation of being
unusable half the time, often being swept by gales
commonly gusting between 60 and 100 knots. Need -
less to say, "apprehension" was the byword en route
to Heard Island.

Southwind arrived at Heard Island on March 11
in relatively pleasant weather with a falling barom-
eter, 3-mile visibility, 20-knot wind, rain, and 10-foot
seas. The "fair" weather held long enough to enable
the shore party, consisting of 20 South wind personnel
and 6 Topographic Command personnel to land in
Atlas Cove, using LCVPs. There, they commenced
to locate prepositioned supplies which, together with
the cargo aboard Southwind—including the elec-
tronic, timing, and photographic equipment—would
support the tracking station for nine months.

As the first day wore on, Heard Island began to
live up to its reputation, with rain, fog, 45-knot winds,
and 6-foot swells within the confines of Atlas Cove.
This was obviously not an environment suitable for
offloading delicate precision instruments. Indeed, it
wasn't suitable for remaining at anchor, and as dark-
ness approached and the weather worsened, prudence
dictated a retreat to open water. At sea, Southwind
rode out a gale, first heading into, and then running
before, 30-foot seas, jealously guarding the 40 tons of
critical cargo lashed to her flight deck.

The remainder of Southwind's stint at Heard
Island was spent under relatively favorable condi-
tions enabling rapid offloading by LCVPs and two
LARC amphibious vehicles, although they did it with
an ever-present sea swell entering the cove and break-
ing on the beach. The shore party worked from
dawn to dusk daily, setting up a 3-generator power
plant, leveling the terrain, assembling prefabricated
buildings, installing plumbing, heating and wiring
systems, and renovating usable buildings from the
ANARE station abandoned in 1957.

An interesting sidelight to the Heard Island ven-
ture was the establishiiient there of an amateur radio
station by Southwind's operations officer. Although
marked "Australian" on maps, Heard Island is listed
in the ham register as a separate country, and it had
never been heard from. The hastily constructed sta-
tion, given its own call sign by the Australian govern-
ment, was operated continuously, night and day, for
the entire period. Over 2,800 contacts were made by
jubilant amateurs in 87 countries.

In the midst of the Heard Island project, South-
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wind was advised that Thala Dan was in trouble
again, being unable to penetrate the outer pack for
the annual resupply and relief of Dumont d'Urville,
the French antarctic station. Southwind immediately
announced her readiness to assist. With the chance
of returning to Antarctica to assist T/iala Dan loom-
ing very large on her operational horizon, South-
wind's previously marginal freshwater situation—a
result of the malfunctioning evaporators—suddenly
became intolerably critical. Glacial meltwater pro-
vided an unlimited, but not easily accessible, source
of fresh water on Heard Island. After damming one
meltwater stream to form a pool, crewmen pumped
water into 15-man rubber lifeboats that had been
inflated inside LCVPs and LARCs, which then trans-
ported the water to Southwind. Because 65,000 gal-
lons of fresh water were needed, the use of these
jury-rigged water lighters would have required 3 days
of round-the-clock operations.

Direct pumping offered the only possibility of
expediting the watering operations. This entailed
maneuvering Southwind to within 400 yards of the
shore and within five feet of Atlas Cove's rocky,
poorly charted bottom. Utilizing every available foot
of hose, the connections were made and pumps
started. Fresh water began to splash into Southwind's
tanks, but before long, the hose parted under the
stresses of its own weight and the attention of play-
ful leopard seals, who found canvas and rubber a
new taste thrill. After several unsuccessful attempts
to rerig the hose, it became apparent that rubber-
boat lightering operations would have to be resumed
on a continuous basis to obtain as much water as
possible prior to departure the following day.

South wind left Heard Island in the evening of
March 17, leaving behind the six Topographic Com-
mand personnel, a completely self-sustaining satellite-
tracking station, and one LCVP, which had
broached in the surf and been washed ashore during
the water-lightering operation.

The next day, Southwind learned that Thala Dan
had becp joined by another Danish supply vessel, and
that the combined helicopter strength of the two
ships was adequate to ferry passengers and cargo
across the pack. The station was relieved without the
necessity of entering the ice, eliminating the need for
Southwind to dash southward.

Across the Indian Ocean to Africa

Southwind set out from Heard Island for a differ-
ent type of "icebreaking," one not dependent upon
the strength of her hull or her engines. The forth-
coming venture in the field of "diplomatic icebreak-
ing" would rely solely on the appearance of South-
wind and her crew, and the manner in which they
conducted themselves during the first visit by a U.S.

Government vessel to the United Republic of Tan-
zania since the union in 1964 of the republics of
Tanganyika and Zanzibar.

In order to restore Southwind's external appear-
ance, which had suffered severely during the four
months spent operating in and around the Ant-
arctic, a 3-day stopover in Port Louis, Mauritius, was
scheduled to commence on March 25. This was in-
tended to be a working visit, but the sight of this
strange-looking vessel in their harbor apparently
aroused the curiosity of local officials, and Southwind
soon found herself readying her sideboys and honor
guard to receive official visits from the Governor
General, the Mayor, and other Mauritian digni-
taries. In addition to the honor of receiving these
distinguished visitors, Southwind gained invaluable
experience in the protocol of honors and ceremonies,
which was to be the main theme of the Tanzanian
visit. Working around and between official visits, the
crew managed to paint the hull and repair many of
the scars of ice and weather.

After a 4-day run across a mirrorlike western
Indian Ocean, during which her facelifting was com-
pleted, a rejuvenated Southwind rode the morning
tide into the beautiful little harbor of Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. A polar icebreaker riding at anchor was,
to say the least, a unique sight in this African harbor.
A shipboard press conference was followed by official
calls on such personages as the Second Vice President
of Tanzania, the Chief of Defense Forces, the Inspec-
tor General of Tanzanian Police, and the Mayor of
Dar es Salaam. The return calls were most impres-
sive, with honors rendered to the dignitaries as they
debarked from Southwind's helicopters on the ship's
flight deck or ascended the accommodation ladder
to the quarterdeck.

On the premise that people-to-people diplomacy is
the best way to make a goodwill visit successful,
Southwind was opened to the public for both after-
noons of her 2-day stay in Dar es Salaam. Mean-
while, many of her crew, immaculate in tropical
white uniforms, investigated the exotic east African
city, and Southwind athletes shared honors with the
Tanzanian Defense Force's basketball and volleyball
teams. Approximately 2,000 Tanzanians took ad-
vantage of the opportunity to tour the unusual
American vessel.

A request from the U.S. Consul at Zanzibar resulted
in Southwind stopping at the legendary "Clove
Island." During her 12-hour stay in Zanzibar, South-
wind managed to duplicate on a smaller scale all
that had been accomplished in Dar es Salaam. It was
with a great deal of satisfaction that Southwind set
sail from Zanzibar, completing 3 days of creating
goodwill among the leaders and populace of Tan-
zania.
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Southwind's final (but first purely recreational)
stop was in the colorful African resort city of Lou-
renço Marques, Mozambique, where she arrived on
April 8. With no cargo to handle, no official visitors
to receive, and no frantic efforts to restore the ship's
appearance, all hands spent 3 days thoroughly enjoy-
ing themselves in the bustling modern city.

Homeward Bound

Having taken on enough diesel fuel to get her back
to Baltimore easily, Sout/iwind departed Lourenço
Marques on April 11 on the long last leg of her jour-
ney around the world. After the expected rough seas
around Cape of Good Hope, the icebreaker was wel-
comed by a most cooperative Atlantic Ocean. Her
tired old engines, however, had been so strained and
knocked about in antarctic operations that they
started to gulp lubricating oil at a rate that surpassed
all earlier consumption records. It became necessary
to cut back to two-engine operation, extending the
lengthy deployment by a few more days. But the seas
were calm, and the sun was shining heartily; with all
chores successfully accomplished, holiday routine was
observed each afternoon after quarters and drills.

Arrangements were made by radio message to have
drums of lube oil ready at Bermuda for helicopter
pickup as Southwind cruised by. As it turned out,
this scheme fitted in very well with an assistance case
Southwind was called upon to perform. An American
bulk-cargo carrier had requested medical advice for
a seaman thought to have a bleeding ulcer. Com-
munications were established when Southwind was
325 miles away, and a rendezvous point was agreed
upon. When the two ships were 25 miles apart,
Southwind dispatched a helicopter bearing the ice-
breaker's doctor, a corpsman, and all the equipment
the doctor thought necessary to sustain the merchant
mariner. The medical team was lowered to the mer-
chant ship, and a blood sample taken immediately
from the patient was dispatched in the hovering heli -
copter to Southwind for testing. When tests revealed
that the patient had lost much blood, the doctor lined
up donors of the proper blood type among the crew
of the merchant ship.

The patient, still in critical—but stable—condition,
was transferred to a hospital in Bermuda the follow-
ing morning. After the cargo airlift was completed,
the doctor and the corpsman were returned to South-
wind by helicopter. It can be stated with a certain
amount of conviction that Southwind's doctor saved
the life of the seaman, adding the capstone to a long
but exciting cruise.

On May 6, Southwind discharged her helicopter
detachment at Norfolk, Va., and that afternoon and
evening she made a leisurely trip up Chesapeake Bay.
In the morning of May 7, Southwind moored at her

berth at the Coast Guard Yard in Baltimore, where
many of the crew were reunited with their families
to the accompaniment of a local band.

The Big Picture

What had transpired in the 207 days since South-
wind's departure from Baltimore on October 13,
1968? Fuel consumption had totaled 1,290,000 gal-
lons. Nine ice escorts had been conducted. South-
wind had been beset in the ice on three occasions and
struck once, but the ice proved no match for her--
she ultimately broke an estimated 15,000,000 tons of
ice at a cost of just one 3'/2-ton propeller blade. She
had participated in the construction and commission-
ing of two new stations. In visiting 14 places around
the world, she had entertained some 7,500 visitors.
She had operated her helicopters for 250 hours and
her boats for 302 hours. She had transported 30 pas-
sengers and 280,000 pounds of cargo to various places
in the Southern Hemisphere.

In short, she had completed a 35,000-mile, around-
the-world voyage without major incident and accom-
plished all assigned tasks.4

The crew of Southwind was subsequently awarded the
Coast Guard Unit Commendation Ribbon for exception-
ally meritorious service.

Last VXE-6 LC-47 to be Placed
on Exhibit in Museum

The last of VXE-6's "Gooney Birds," a ski-
equipped LC-47H Dakota, was presented April 18,
1969 to the people of Christchurch by the U.S. Am-
bassador to New Zealand. The Mayor of Christ-
church accepted the aircraft during ceremonies at
Christchurch International Airport.

The aircraft, which had been in service with the
U.S. Navy for 27 years, will be placed on exhibit at
the Ferrymead Museum of Science and Industry,
Christchurch. A prototype of the first aircraft to
land at the geographic South Pole in 1956, the LC-
47 had served with VXE-6 since 1963.

The "Gooney Bird" made its last flight on Febru-
ary 22 in New Zealand, where it had been used for
local training and proficiency flights since its retire-
ment from antarctic service. The last LC-47 antarctic
flight was from Hallett to McMurdo on Decern-
ber 2, 1967.

-
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northwestern tip of Peninsula Valdes, just north of
Golfo Nuevo, and possibly one leopard seal in the
eastern mouth of the Straits of Magellan.

Marine birds were common in most places. All
were logged and a few were collected.

Three Argentine scientists participated in the last
leg of the cruise (July 20-August 5) : Dr. Norberto
Bellisio and his assistant, Mr. Aldo Tomo, of the
Museo Nacional and the Servicio de Hidrografia
Naval, respectively, and Mr. Atila Gozstonyi, of the
Centro de Investigación de Biologia Marina. All
three were ichthyologists—Dr. Bellisio a recognized
authority on the antarctic family Notothenidae, and
Messrs. Tomo and Gozstonyi doctoral candidates.
For Mr. Gozstonyi, we made a number of bottom
drags with a Blake trawl in relatively shallow water
from Puerto Deseado to Isla Estados and the Burd-
wood Bank. But these produced many more inverte-
brates than fishes. For Dr. Bellisio and Mr. Tomo, we
made four hauls with an Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl
to depths of 1,000 in deep water (2,000 m) in the
northern Drake Passage.

Antarctic Winter Flight 1969
The fourth annual winter fly-in from Christchurch,

New Zealand to McMurdo Station was conducted
by two ski-equipped LC-130 Hercules aircraft from
Antarctic Development Squadron Six. The two
aircraft arrived at McMurdo August 31, carrying
Rear Admiral David F. Welch, Commander, U.S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica and seven scientists
who wished to start their research early in the sum-
mer season. In addition to the men, the aircraft car-
ried 1,700 pounds of fresh provisions and 5,100
pounds of mail.

While one aircraft remained at McMurdo, the
other, piloted by Commander Jerome R. Pilon, com-
mander of VXE.-6, flew with Admiral Welch to
Byrd Station to evacuate Commissaryman Second
Class Cecil M. McDaniel, who had been under the
care of the navy doctor at Byrd, Lt. Herbert Thomas.
Commissaryman McDaniel, although in satisfactory
condition, required hospitalization and further medi-
cal evaluation in the United States. The aircraft
also carried McDaniel's replacement, Commissary-
man Third Class James E. Wells, Jr., as well as 400
pounds of fresh provisions and 200 pounds of mail
for the wintering-over group.

The aircraft landed in relatively good weather
(-45°F. temperature and 15-knot winds), and the
men at Byrd required only 20 minutes to unload the
cargo and embark McDaniel. On the return flight
from McMurdo, the aircraft also transported four
scientists and six navymen to Christchurch.

Army Helicopters Transferred to VXE-6
During April, the three UH-11) helicopters form-

erly assigned to the U.S. Army Aviation Detach-
ment, Antarctica arrived at NAS Quonset Point to
join the VXE-6 air fleet. Beginning with Deep
Freeze 70, VXE--6 will assume the Army's flying mis-
sion in the Antarctic.

The UH-lDs, unlike the H-34D helicopters pres-
ently used by the squadron for short-range missions
around McMurdo, can be loaded into the LC-130
Hercules and lifted anywhere in Antarctica for re-
mote field operations.

Because of its turbine engine, the UH-11) can oper-
ate at higher altitudes than the H-34D, which has a
conventional reciprocating engine. This additional
flexibility enables scientists to work from inland field
camps at elevations 10,000 feet or more above sea
level.

A New Way to Travel
A new and more comfortable means of travel will

be tested this season in Antarctica. A portable cabin
designed to fit the LC-130 Hercules aircraft cargo
compartment has been delivered by the National Air-
ways Corporation of New Zealand for experimental
use by VXE-6.

The cabin will enable up to six aircraft passengers
to work and sleep without interference from the air-
craft noise. Included in the cabin are two tables and
six chairs which are interchangeable with six bunk
beds. Heating, cooling, and electrical power will be
provided by the aircraft's systems. Built at a cost of
only $7,800 (U.S.), the cabin was fabricated in just
11 weeks.

Translation in Preparation
The following Russian monograph has been sub-

mitted for translation to the Clearinghouse for Fed-
eral Scientific and Technical Information:

U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. Zoological Insti-
tute. Results of Biological Research by the Soviet
Antarctic Expedition (1955-1958), 4. Leningrad,
1968. 272 p.

Erratum in vol. IV, no. 5, i• 173: The photos of
Diet yocha and Distephanus should be reversed.
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